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A NOTE ON COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

If your production uses any copyrighted material such as quotations
from printed works, music, tapes, films, etc., permission must be secured
in advance from the original author-creator or the publisher especially if
those seeing your production will be charged admission. In some educa-
tional contexts, public acknowledgment of its use (where no admission-
profit concerns are involved) have passed for "sufficient arrangement."

With or without those permissions in hand, acknowledgment must be
given every time in your program. Copyright laws are designed to protect
creative products. Respect them, don't run any risks.

A listing of books, music, and films used in the original production of
Knotholes and Telescopes follows. You may be able to get some of these
for your production, but more likely you will have to find music that
"sounds like" these or matches the mood and feeling of a passage. Need-
less to say you must buy any films in order to take film clips from them:
court action would result from snippets removed from rental films or films
borrowed from libraries. All of the clips removed from Partners or any
other of the films in the original Knotholes and Telescopes were films
owned by the Agricultural Extension Service.

. Technical support for tape-film-music involvement in your program
requires tremendous amounts of judgment and experience. There is no

short cut or substitute for either. Get the best help you can for your techni-
cal staff. It's worth the effort.

Warren Gore
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FOREWORD

Knotholes and Telescopes arrived in fall 1973 as one expression of the
history and philosophy of Extension, prepared and presented for the Min-
nesota Agricultural Extension Service staff at its annual fall conference.
Earlier, a committee had been formed, some brainstorming occurred, and
the format began to emerge. The "more mature" members of the group
regaled the others with tales of early day pioneers and other hearty charac-
ters who helped form Extension heritage.

The exact contributions from Roland H. Abraham, Harlund G. Routhe,
Frank W. Forbes, Harold C. Pederson, Gerald R. McKay, Harold B. Swanson,
Donald L. Breneman, David L. Hansen, and Gail M. Tischler will never be
known, but they are considerable. Thanks, too, are due the Minnesota State
Historical Society.

In charge of production were four very resilient and patient people,
each still waiting for some one of them to exhibit a burst of temperament.
Coordination was exceptional.

A flood of purposes past and present pours forth with the publication
of Knotholes and Telescopes. The following uses of it for local celebrations
are suggested:

1. History and philosophy of Extension for your particular state with
brief passages rewritten and new vignette skits devised about local
area history.

2. Bicentennial multi-media presentations for state fairs, county fairs,
or special anniversary occasions.

3. County, civic, or church-related celebrations using the general for-
mat, but rewriting special passages for the individual needs of the
organization or community.

4. Specific 4-H or Extension anniversaries in your county or state.

There is a basic slide set available from the Minnesota State Extension
Service. It can be rented for $2.50 with arrangements made through a
county Extension office. Purchase is another option which can be arranged.
Music and tape soundtrack are suggested in this publication.

Basically Knotholes and Telescopes is a framework within which the
content may be rearranged, modified, clipped and pasted, or amplified. We
suggest you take a "synthesizing" approach: borrow what you need and
make up new passages to give your celebration the local flavor you wish.
Such an approach invites the enthusiastic participation of the remarkably
creative people who live in every community. Choose an experienced, dip-
lomatic, talented, stable, imaginative, well-organized, energetic, patient
director with a sense of humor. Then everything will fall into place.

Our thanks to those named and to the dozens of unnamed who came
to our rescue often: secretaries, specialists, supervisors, county agents,
families, and friends.

Knotholes and Telescopes Production Staff:

Karen Annexstad Humphrey

Lianne Anderson

Dan Olson

Warren Gore



MUSIC — KNOTHOLES AND TELESCOPES

Hoedown — 2:40 — (Billy the Kid Suite -- Copeland) (at beginning
house lights up)

Appalachian Spring (Copeland)
— music of awakening, delicate music of a beginning
— this builds for 15-20 seconds prior to the beginning of the narration and

remains in the background through the description of the Extension
seasons

Novacek — MaIto Perpetuo — science music — suggests intensity of
bouncing atoms and technology

Come Share (from Lincoln Portrait)
— warm music, lyrical, flowing, a feeling of growth
— this backs and pre-empts the section on Squanto and the beginning of

the description of the Extension seasons
How The West Was Won

— robust music, strong, conveying a feeling of building and development

Mozart
— delicate music, a feeling of the minuet suggesting the past-revolutionary

period, and the classical undertakings of Washington and Jefferson
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

— a feeling of earthy, backwoods, gutsy frontier people, establishing the
period of the Civil War
Sonny Terry

— harmonica 1-man band — brisky stridency, folk music connoting tension;
energy, assault on the frontier

Simple Gifts (Appalachian Spring)
warm music, flowing, music reflecting the upcoming Spring in Extension
history, and the anticipated growth

Jazz — Louis Armstrong
— true jazz of the 20's — trumpet introduction — easy, lazy, reflective

Service Medley — Patriotic Songs
— service music to back history during the war

Atomic music — (Novacek again)
— music suggestive of shooting atoms, and the scientific age

Buckaroo — (Copeland — Billy the Kid)
— exciting music of a rodeo feeling, reflecting the anticipation of the new

frontiers after WWII — music that moves along at a rapid pace that

would suggest the pace of the past war period
This Land is Your Land — orchestrated
'Dvorak — New World Symphony

Music of slow pace, dramatic music that builds and swells
America — (John D. Miller arrangement)
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

in order of appearance

Warren
Dan

Karen
Lianne

Radio Vignette
Norm
Ray

Electricity Vignette

Irma — mother of the household

Henry — father of the household

Jane — their daughter

Achievement Day — Song Fest
Vignette

Speaker 1
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4

Canning Vignette

Beulah — "older" woman

Mary — "younger" woman

Decision Making Vignette

Millie — community lady

Shirley — community lady

Harriet — community lady

"KNOTHOLES AND TELESCOPES"

The History and Philosophy of Extension
INTRO: HOEDOWN — 2:40; APPALACHIAN SPRING — UP 15-20 Secs

WARREN: Welcome. The Scriptures tell us: ". . . In the beginning was the
word . . ." And today you are going to hear many words — about eras,
and institutions, about milestones and people, about projects and progress,
about your jobs, your programs, your co-workers, and about your lives: in,
by, about, and for EXTENSION.
DAN: How do you define a feeling? How do you measure a way of life? How
do you describe a concept that is bigger than the whole United States, solid
as a prize baby beef, as promising as a garden at full bloom, and happy-as
a 4-H'er winning a purple ribbon. A concept embracing family, institution,
country.

KAREN: Our title, "Knotholes and Telescopes" might be a clue. Knotholes:
Nature the natural world.
LIANNE: and Telescopes: Science, comprise two of our basic hemispheres

People and organizational effort the other two. Four hemispheres — four
seasons — really emerge.
WARREN: Winter, as our beginning, the cold, murky past, distant, hazy,
Shadowy.
LIANNE: Spring, as tentative awakening, fresh shoots, formulations . .
KAREN: Summer, of work and heat, growth, a time of labor, stress, of perils
and pride in the land.
DAN: Fall, realization of a bountiful harvest — the benefits that come to all
lolk in the fullness of effort and devotion . . . the season cycle.
These are the Extension seasons that we see, and they constitute our
heritage.



WARREN: The title, Knotholes and Telescopes, came about in this way:
T. A. "Dad" Erickson, Minnesota's pioneer state 4-H leader, and a Grand-
dad of 40 years in youth Extension — recalls the day as a boy when the
circus had just left town. His cousin, Constant, came over and stretched
the big thick hay fork rope between two trees. Then in youthful imitation
of the circus star, climbed onto the rope at one end and using a pole as a
balance, teetered across the line to the farther tree.
DAN: T. A. in awe and admiration gasped . . . "How did you do it?" His
cousin replied, "I just fixed my eye on that old knothole here in this big
tree and made straight for that point. T. A. comments, "I later realized that
to get anywhere in this world, you have to set your eye on a fixed distant
point, something stable and sound and unmoving, and make straight for
that point. Otherwise you may lose your bearings and fall off the track". . .
so, knotholes in distant great trees can offer a fixed point to hold onto in
your journeys.

KAREN: The telescope is an instrument of science, and whether simple or
complex, pulls in galaxies of information far beyond our reach or gaze.
Thus does Extension use scientific knowledge:—the techniques, the meth-
ods, the results of science — to improve the lives of our people . . .
LIANNE: Our four seasons show how people, using special techniques which
incorporate scientific principles, can improve a product, a service, or a
natural product. Remember your grade school stories about the pilgrims:
How the Indian, Squanto, helped them to grow corn by putting two fish in
each hill as they planted their corn?
KAREN: . . . Well, some Extension folk say Squanto may well have been
the first county Extension agent. We won't press the point, but will point
out that early life was tradition bound — that many people planted crops
and vegetables according to the phases of the moon and other occult or
zodiac signs. It had been in the pattern for centuries.
Let us go back to our beginnings . . . to the winter time of seeds sleeping
in the ground . . . of the first awkward efforts to achieve progress.

WARREN: When our country was first being settled, nature was almost the
whole universe . . . the sea of grass . . . the forests and rivers . • •
plains and mountains . . . habitation and cathedral to the American In-
dian. To this vast resource galaxy came a determined people—from all
over Europe, wending myriad strands of culture, religion, nationality, value,
custom, tradition. With them they brought implements, the tools they knew,
and invented those they needed in order to survive.

DAN: The liberty bell rang out over a Rural America. 95 percent of our
people lived and worked with the land. The minuteman was a farmer. So
v.ere. the Green Mountain Boys and many of the Sons of Liberty. Their
government was instituted among men, deriving its power from the consent
of the governed. In the words of DeCrevcoeur, the American became known
as the new man.

TAPE: "We are a people of cultivators, scattered over an immense ter-
ritory, communicating with each other by means of good roads and navig-
able rivers, united by the silken bonds of mild government. All respecting
the laws without dreading their power, because they are equitable. In this
great American asylum, the poor of Europe have met by some means, have
met together. Everything has tended to regenerate them. New laws, a new
mode of living, a new social system. Here they are become men. In Europe,
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they were so many useless plants, wanting vegetative mold and refreshing
showers. They withered and were mowed down by want, hunger, and war.
But now, by the power of transplantation, like all other plants, they have
taken root and flourished."
DAN: The first agricultural societies sprouted up in several of the colonies
as early as 1784, most notably South Carolina, and Pennsylvania. Several
of our forefathers were not only planters and plantation captains, but ex-
perimented with grains, cropping systems, water-ways, and new techniques
for Southern agriculture. George Washington not only laid out a magnifi-
cently beautiful home and plantation, but supported a magnificent com-
plex of kitchens, curing and storage sheds, barns, and accommodating
Processing operation.

LIANNE: Wives and daughters during the colonial times were busy teaching
and learning crewel work, table settings, spinning and weaving, and courtly
dances. Jefferson wrote to his daughter Martha the following schedule:

from 8 to 10 o'clock, practice music
from 10 to 1, dance one day & draw another
from 1 to 3, draw on the day you dance, and write a letter the next day
from 3 to 4, read French
from 4 to 5 exercise yourself in music
from 5 till bedtime read English, write, etc.

That was the life of a wealthy plantation owner's daughter.
WARREN: Thomas Jefferson, another Virginia gentleman, is one of the
truly representative philosophical agrarians we can point to. Both as public
Official and private citizen, Jefferson during much of his adult life ran
Private experiments on seeds and plant species, collected varieties of plants
and seeds from Europe, and corresponded with counterparts in numerous
foreign countries.
KAREN: But what of the daughter of a frontiersman moving west to un-
known territory? On the frontier, there was equality between the sexes, as
Men and women together faced the hardships and loneliness of the wilder-
ness, where there had been no pedestal upon which women could be placed.
There were dairy animals to be milked, butchering to be done, butter to be
Churned,
(Karen slower here) candles to be made, spinning and weaving, hay to
swath and put up, and a threshing crew to cook for. The woman was a total
Partner with her farmer-husband.
DAN: During the busy first years of the founding of our country, Congress,
in 1785, passed a land ordinance which was to become a fully supportive
act some 75 years later, from strong effort given by President Abraham
Lincoln.
TAPE: "The various states, meanwhile, had gradually come to the support
of private efforts to aid agriculture. In 1819, New York established a state
board of Agriculture, and began to appropriate money for its advancement.
In the same year, Massachusetts, began appropriations to aid agricultural
societies. New Hampshire followed closely with a similar law in 1820. In
1839, Ohio began to give financial support to agricultural societies, and a
few years later, established a state board of agriculture. At the same time,
there was rapidly growing tendency for states to appropriate money as
Prizes for distribution at agricultural fairs. In one form or another, most
states, by 1840, were lending tangible aids to the encouragement of an im-
proved agriculture."



(Pause 15 secs)
DAN: In 1862, the nation was in the throes of the Civil War. But 1862 was
a most significant year for agriculture. First of three laws of monumental
importance was the Land Grant College Act—instrumental in establishing
the great state universities, the colleges of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
LIANNE: Our parent organization, USDA, was created by the 1862 Enabling
Act, and the Homestead Act put a stop to public land speculators grabbing
choice land, and held it for bona fide settlers who would farm and care for
the land.
DAN: There is a fitting tribute to the vision of President Lincoln by M. L.
Wilson, former Secretary of Agriculture, which gives some notion of how
Lincoln, Washington, and Jefferson, builders and protectors, helped give
us our future. Let's listen . . .
TAPE: "There is a symbolism here that the hand that signed those laws was
the hand who saved the political union of this country. Abraham Lincoln,
in whose honor a wreath has just been laid at the memorial, was molded in
the pioneer tradition. He was the product of that pioneer, agrarian civiliza-
tion that established the most cherished interests, progressive tenants, and
sympathetic understanding of the common man. He personified the pioneer
spirit in his own self education, his zeal for progress, and his rare com-
bination for high idealism, and .uncommon good sense. Concerning the
realities of life, Abraham Lincoln was, in brief, the product of those same
forces and traditions that found expression during his presidency. And he
established institutions recognizing the dignity, the importance, and the
national scope and the progressive interest of agriculture."
DAN: These were mighty years . . . In 1887, the Hatch Act was passed
providing for establishment of Experiment Stations to be located at or
supervised by the land grant colleges. Farmers' Institutes were being held,
and in 1890 the first cooking school began as a part of such institutes.
People recognized that farming was a family affair. Women came to the
institutes under. the philosophy that better food habits among people in
general, would enhance home betterment, promote health, and further
comfort.

(Music plays through)
KAREN: The first successful farm demonstration program was being de-
veloped by an amazing man. Seaman Knapp. Classical scholar, teacher,
president of Iowa State College, Knapp's avid curiosity and ceaseless energy
turned toward combating the boll weevil in the South, improving beef and
dairy animals, and boys' and girls' club work.
LIANNE: He was concerned with the life of the family on the farm. Knapp
said: The great force that readjusts the world originates in the home. The
home eventually controls the viewpoint of a man. You may do all that you
are a mind to in schools, but unless you reach in and get hold of the home
and change its conditions, you are nullifying the uplift of the school. We are
reaching for the home.
WARREN: In 1908 President Teddy Roosevelt appointed a Country Life
Commission. He found, "The great rural interests are human interests, and
good crops are of little value to the farm family unless they open to a good
life on the farm. In the past, our attention has been concentrated almost
exclusively on getting better farming. In the beginning this was unquestion-
ably the right thing to do, but the effort for better farming should cease to
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stand alone and should be accompanied by efforts for better living on the
farm. If there is one lesson taught by history, it is that the permanent
greatness of any nation must ultimately depend more upon the character of
its rural population than upon anything else."
DAN: In the years that roll by, new groups, new events . . . counties begin
giving support to the rural members and small communities. Forerunners
of 4-H are beginning. The Grange and the Farm Bureau help the farm fam-
ilies express their way of life and their needs. Governments, their agencies,
and their agents were now becoming responsive to the needs of this
neglected segment of citizenry. Rural life was moving ahead. But what was
it movin' to? Progress came in wagons, in transcontinental railroads, in
prairie schooners, and on horseback, but it also came up the rivers, and
streams of America by canoe, flatboat, and paddlewheel steamer.
FILM: "The River" 1:30

LIANNE: It was 1903 at a conference in Lake Placid, New York, that Ellen
H. Richards came up with the definition of Home Economics. She said, "It
is the freedom of the home from the dominance of things and their due
subordination to ideals. It is the simplicity of natural surroundings that will
most free the spirit for the more important and permanent interests of the
home and society."
WARREN: Boys' and girls' club work grew and developed like winter wheat
— the seeds of winter planted in the dark earth quicken to the light of
spring, grow to become the verdant green of our spring season. Winter was
over.
FILM: "The Plow . . ." 3:35
DAN: Landscapes of cattle and grain, a pantry shelf stocked with gem-like
preserves from garden and orchard are reminders of the beauty and the
Productivity of America. The plow, the riverboat, the railroad, the tractor,
the gas clotheswasher, were the implements creating a heartland for in-
dustrious farmers and farm families. The spring was to bloom.
LIANNE: The winter was over in Extension chronology. The dim hazy past
through and the spring season burst forth like apple tree blooms in April-
May.
LIANNE: Congress created a different sort of implement to help rural
America by passing the "Smith-Lever Extension Act" in July 1914.
KAREN: This bill provided for inauguration of cooperative agricultural ex-
tension through field demonstrations, publications, and other activities
carried on by cooperation between the agricultural land grant colleges,
experiment stations, USDA, and the best farmers and homemakers in each
community.
LIANNE: The Act provided for funds and grants-in-aid to states from the
federal government on a matching basis.
KAREN: And the bill provided for itinerant teachers: putting the teacher
With the person being taught.
DAN: "The pupil participates in the actual demonstration and the success
of the method proposed. It is a system which frees the pupil from the
slavishness of textbooks, which makes the field, the garden, the orchard
and even the parlor and kitchens, classrooms. It teaches us to learn by
doing."
WARREN: The U.S. Department of Agriculture suggested that important as
it was the Home Economics agent should know the science of home eco-



nomics and have had an intimate experience with rural home making, there
are other certain qualities classed under the broad term of "personality"
that are of equal importance. They include tact and good judgment, an
abundance of good health, the ability to look on the bright side of things,
faith and zeal in her mission, poise, . . . and never-failing patience and
common sense.
KAREN: As a constructive tool for government, the Smith-Lever Act demon-
strated two philosophies: Reaching and involving people where they are,
and making governments and their agencies responsive to the needs of all
the people.
DAN: Extension people reached "their people" by several modes of travel:
In some states, railroads cooperated with Ag colleges by providing trains
which stopped from one-and-a-half hours to half a day at scheduled towns
where publicity had gone out weeks ahead. Each train had from eight to
fifteen instructors, at least one of whom was a home economist. She was
in charge of the home economics car which displayed modern home equip-
ment. Two or three cars were used for good specimens of horses, cattle,
sheep,.hogs and poultry.
DAN: At some train stops, local committees frequently had livestock ex-
hibits. So, those in attendance not only observed the animals with the train,
but saw judging demonstrations.
In Minnesota one year, three special trains were operated a total of 35
days, made 96 stops, and had a total attendance of 57,865 — talk about
extending the University.
WARREN: And this special note in an Arkansas Report: "Special mention
should be made of one of the agents, Miss Mame Weaver of Yell County
who has worked for six months in the year, three days in the week and has
made the trips over the county on foot, walking as many as twenty miles a
day on many days, and at a salary of $12.50 a month. She has been teach-
ing school during the fall and winter to pay the debts she has contracted."

LIANNE: Fate was to open another chapter in the lives of all Americans —
of the whole world — and the farmers worked, and waited, and fought.

FILM: "The Plow . . ." 4:19

DAN: The war years and their aftermath brought great burdens as some
blessings to rural America. Good men, good farmers, good Extension agents
went to war, and some of them did not return.

KAREN: In the early twenties, Extension began working with, and cooperat-
ing with, and appearing on man's newest, most exciting electronic toy —
radio.
(jazz music — pause 10 seconds) Some unknown farm management spe-
cialist gave two talks over WLAG in 1923. By 1925, radio lessons were
offered and hundreds of enrollments were received.

RADIO SKIT (see page 15)
LIANNE: The twenties were known as the "Era of Good Feeling," and we
know about the days of College Humor Flappers, Will Rogers, Al Capone,
Lucky Lindy from Little Falls, Babe Ruth, talking pictures, silent Cal
Coolidge, — and JAZZ.
WARREN: Let me tell you a story. It was Christmas Eve, 1923. All eyes
were glued to the lonely spindly evergreen tree in front of the farm home
of W. A. Cady near Red Wing, Minnesota. Cady, himself, in his ever present
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billed cap and overalls, was among the chilly spectators who watched as
the Christmas lights on the tree lit up. It was perhaps the most significant
Christmas light-up in the history of rural America, because it marked the
energizing of the first experimental farm power lines in the country.

KAREN: Mrs. Walter Nelson, a Red Wing bride in 1923, moved into one of
the homes on the line, and welcomed the opportunity to ease some of the
common drudgeries of farm wifery at that time. "Electricity," she later
told a newspaper reporter, "certainly helped to make our marriage a happy
affair. My husband and I spent many hours together because of elec-
tricity."

ELECTRICITY SKIT (see page 16)

DAN: Most people did not think the era of good feeling would ever end:
cash crop, rising prices, suitcase and carpetbag "city farmers" raped the
land and the stockmarket ticker clicked madly to the roar of the tractors in
the west, plowing and harvesting day and night . .

FILM: "The Plow . . ." 1:38

LIANNE: The financial bubble broke. The world economic picture exploded
into fiscal panic. As the corn- wheat- oats- soybean-farmers saw wind and
weather blow away the precious topsoil, obscuring the sunlight, bringing
days of poverty and devastation.

KAREN: The late 20's and early 30's were filled with runaway economics.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Congress, USDA, and Extension used the mech-
anisms of government to turn the tide. And although critics of their meth-
ods called it "alphabet soup" . . . their emergency acts changed laws,
made provisions for help, gave money and jobs where need was great, and
American homemakers and farmers responded.

WARREN: 1933 was a signal year. Let's look at the Alphabet acrostics:
Tripe A — Agricultural Adjustment Act --
DAN: CCC Civilian Conservation Corps
LIANNE: SCS Soil Conservation Service
KAREN: WPA Works Progress Administration
DAN: TVA Tennessee Valley Authority
LIANNE: and, of course, REA, Rural Electrification Association.
DAN: The drought and then the floods tormented a weary people, as if
some malign fate had wished to punish the earth for the sins of its inhab-
itants.
FILM: "The River" 1:22
WARREN: But as Carl Sandburg said, "The people, yes, they can take it,
they are resilient — they spring back." And so the people did. Extension
replied with land-use programs, federal land bank districts, soil conserva-
tion, T.V.A., reforestation, tuberculosis, and brucellosis ring tests.
LIANNE: Home Demonstration agents taught self-sufficiency for farm
families. Making their own breakfast food, bread baking, food preservation,
making clothing do, mattress making, and achievement days.

ACHIEVEMENT DAY SKIT (see page 18)
WARREN: Before we knew it, World War Two was upon us — a long, hot
summer of labor.
DAN: Now with lend lease to England and our European allies — once more
the persuasion to grow, and instruction to thousands of civilians-turn-
farmers gave Extension another vital role.



KAREN: In almost every corner of the country, rural people wholeheartedly
supported the food production program. The slogan was: "No matter how
much food is produced, it will not be enough." Farm families and Exten-
sion people pledged themselves to encourage the adoption of improved
practices that promised to increase production.
WARREN: A number of rural aspects of war-related problems fell on the
shoulders of Extension workers. Remember: the waste paper drives
LIANNE: Red Cross drives
DAN: War Bond sales
KAREN: scrap aluminum
WARREN: Old clothes and bundles for Britain
LIANNE: harvest crews from Main Street
DAN: and victory gardens.
With men leaving for the service throughout the country, man power be-
came a problem for the farmer.

KAREN: High school students — thousands of girls and boys, women and
old men walked the long files detasseling corn—just as their fathers,
brothers, husbands, and sons were walking hedgerows in Europe and the
beaches of the South Pacific.

WARREN: The long, hard summer was coming to an end. The great stress
was finally over, the absences, and shortages, death and destruction, fear
and sorrow and shattered memories seemed to fade as this terrible battle
for life and civilization as-we-know it, came to its end.
ALL: War was done.

DAN: The steadfast people in Extension, with eyes firmly set on a hundred
knotholes — both goal objectives and certain knotty problems that just
won't go away — moved into an era where scientific laboratories both
telescopes and microscopes — bring into clearer focus worlds invisible to
the naked eye: galaxies of knowledge, submicroscopic enigmas . . .
KAREN: Plant, animal, and soil scientists, along with forestry and nutrition
researchers stepped up the tempo of their investigations. The promising
results were interpreted by Extension and eagerly accepted by farmers and
homemakers to enhance their way of life.

CANNING SKIT (see page 21)

LIANNE: After World War II, there was an explosion of Home Economics—
tons of subject matter to be learned for the first time in the areas of tex-
tiles, revised concepts in nutrition, teaching people not only to live in their
homes, but also to live in their communities, with emphasis on public
affairs.

DAN: In 1953, the Smith-Lever Act was amended, consolidating various
Extension acts into one unified program so that funds could be allotted
with greater clarity and effectiveness.
KAREN: The Extension office became the market place for information for
men, women, and youth, not only from the farm, now, but also in urban
areas. This is where you come when you want to know something.
WARREN: Extension developed new workshops, new programs, new pub-
lications, new directions in attempts to reach as many people as their long
arms could embrace.



LIANNE: People responded to new ideas not as an attack on authority, but
as a possibility that would bring them a better income, more satisfaction
for time spent, and more time to enjoy community and family activities.

KAREN: Congress helped out with the "rural development" act, designed
to provide educational assistance to families in economically depressed
rural areas.

DAN: Extension, as it matured, began to state its scope, its responsibilities,
its major areas of program emphasis through studies called SCOPE, A
PEOPLE AND A SPIRIT, AND THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE —
A NATIONWIDE KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM FOR TODAY'S PROBLEMS.

KAREN: It was a new perspective on the Extension work load. Summer was
over and the bountiful harvest of fall was showering down.

WARREN: The basic needs of a family are still taught and improved upon:
food, fiber; the management of resources to acquire the needed goods and
services to maintain a quality of life.
KAREN: But there is an increasing emphasis today on the world around
us — on environment and energy, social issues and interpersonal relation-
ships, and decision making.

DECISION MAKING SKIT (see page 22)

LIANNE: Other areas were family development in changing lifestyles, Ex-
panded Food and Nutrition programs, Community Resource Development,
and Urban 4-H.

DAN: New methods are constantly used to get the word to the public: via
television, telelecture, and videotape.

LIANNE: You know, some of us remember a University for a football team,
a super athlete who made good in the Olympics, or a great coach who has
built an unprecedented winning streak, but I like to think of it in a different
light. The University and the Extension Service — linked together in a com-
mon purpose.
DAN: Look out now, you're getting sentimental.

LIANNE: Not at all.

KAREN: Just think of the people who really make Extension click — who
knock themselves out originating programs, coordinating efforts, allocat-
ing materials, directing people.

LIANNE: Think of all the state staffs around the country, and think of the
Specialists, and then think of the extension agents and home economics in
all of the country's 3,141 counties, — past and present, who have made a
difference in many, many people's lives.

WARREN: It is extension agents and home agents .

LIANNE: and state staff and

DAN: specialist staff and adult leaders and junior leaders . . .

WARREN: all of us who believe in extending ourselves everyday rain or
shine,
LIANNE: hell or high water.

KAREN: It is secretaries who patiently answer a hundred phone calls a day

DAN: parents who support Extension and their youngster's programs,

KAREN: County Extension Committees,

LIANNE: the unsung researchers, students, and professors



WARREN: With a bountiful harvest, a cycle renewed,
KAREN: with our telescopes
DAN: we keep our eye to the future . . .
LIANNE: with our eyes on those everyday knotholes we stride toward a new
day by extending our hands.
KAREN: Our heritage becomes a legacy
DAN: Past is prologue

WARREN: The end is a beginning.

SCRIPTING — DEVELOPING VIGNETTES

Lianne Anderson, assistant Extension specialist, 4-H Youth Development
(Theatre Arts)

Warren Gore, Extension training specialist

Your need is to develop original vignettes in a style that is both
pleasing to the audience and is a true reflection of some aspects of the
Agricultural Extension Service.

The key to success is simplicity. The degree of simplicity will depend
on the age of the group and the amount of time they have to prepare. In
addition to the story, the setting, costumes and makeup must be taken into
consideration when beginning to make plans.

Keep in mind:
— The play may be performed by inexperienced actors.
— The play should involve easy settings.
— The play may be performed in a variety of situations.
— Be wary of too elaborate costuming.
Though an extremely creative effort, writing a short play does de-

mand some discipline and structure. This structure need not be obvious at
all times, but there are several continuity factors to be kept in mind when
planning and writing.

Dramatic Question
No matter what the subject or form of your presentation, it estab-

lishes a dramatic question. The plot of the play may deal with a more spe-
cific version or part of the dramatic question.

Structure
The play should have:
— a beginning which orients the audience to the idea, character,

rhetorical style and dramatic method.
— a body which develops historically correct action, philosophical

ingredients and characterizations.
an ending, which is an elevated or inspirational culmination to your
synthesis.

The writer must remember to break up any long speeches which may
result in static passages which lose your audience.
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Dialogue
The tone and atmosphere of the narration will complement the slides,

film clips, musical accompaniment, and vignettes. The vignettes add color,
contrast and counterpoint to the narration.

Here are some reminders when planning and scripting:

— Keep the speeches short. In general, keep dialogue simple, natural,
and to the point.

— In vignettes, action talks. There should be plenty of physical action.

RADIO VIGNETTE
Warren Gore

Norm: (Calling) . . . We ready to go on the air?

Ray: (Point to) . . . Got to let the transmitters warm up — wait 5 minutes
— it's only 5 after 6:00.

Norm: Where's that Radio Lesson from the Extension Agent?

Ray: Which one . . . We got poultry . . . swine growing . . . bee keep-
ing . . . canning . . . vegetable gardening . . . flower growing . . .
sheep breeding . . . (Argue which) . . .

Norm: Okay! Let it be . . .
Ray: That'll really keep our folks listening.

Norm: Any coffee to drink?
Ray: (Lift pot) . . . Just finished perking . . . Get yours as soon as
Your microphone is ready. Sure is hot today.

Norm: What frequency are we on?
Ray: 618.6 KC's that's the official frequency for crop and weather reports.
Secretary Hoover says so . . .

Norm: Did you get the weather? Sure is hot today.

Ray: I got the crop report — I thought you got the weather.

NORM: The line was busy! I'll phone . . . (Rings crank) How's the trans-
mitter?
Ray: Almost ready . . . Say, when I put you on the air, .

Norm: (Phoning weather and getting data)
Ray: . . . I'll watch the clock and put you . . . on the air with.

Norm: (Waves Ray off . . .) I'm busy.
Ray: . . . I'll signal you like this (nods head). See, like this (nods head).
No — let's see . . .
Norm: (To weather guy) . . . Yeah, yeah . . . Wind 20 m.p.h. Shut up!!
(To Ray) No, not you (to phone).
Ray: . . . I know — I'll signal you like this (points finger). See, like this.

Norm: . . . Okay . . . (Phone) Thanks alot. (To Ray) What did you say?
Ray: . . . Sure is hot!
Norm: No — about on the air .
Ray: Oh — I'll put you on like this . . . (Signal). Real professional!

Norm: Okay. (Reading morning paper) Say, did you see where Secretary
Hoover closed down Aimee Semple McPherson's Evangelist Temple radio
station?



Ray: No. why . .
Norm: She was — station was wandering all over the frequency band.
Ray: No kidding . .
Norm: Yeah — and the newspaper says she sent him a telegram saying:
(Reads account) "Please order your mipions of satan to leave my station
alone. (Stop) You cannot expect the Almighty to abide by your wavelength
nonsense. (Stop) When I offer my prayer to Him, I must fit into His wave
reception. Open this station at once. (Stop)"
(Both laugh)
Ray: Wow — Secretary Hoover didn't get hit by lightening did he? Well, let's
go on the air — Sure is hot! Are you ready?

Norm: Yeah, okay. (Ahem) — (Clear throat) — (Vocalizes . . . etc.)

16 Ray: Okay — Okay, here we are — you're . . . ON! (Signals)
(Smoke)
Norm: (Begins reading) Good morning ,ladies and gentlemen of this early
morning, beautiful hot Minnesota day. This is radio station KZLC operating
on the frequency of 618.6 kilocycles. The official weather bureau forecast
says it's going to be hot today. Winds of 20 m.p.h. — should be good hay
drying weather. And now we give you the farm market news just before our
Extension County Agent's special farm feature --.
Ray: (Smoke) -- (Interrupts) Hey! — Wait! Stop!!
Norm: Ssshhhhhh . . . What's the matter our audience will hear you
our listeners.
Ray: No they won't .
Norm: Why not?
Ray: Our transmitter just went off the air . . . It got too hot — Blew up!!
We'll have to cool it off (FADE)
(Bewildered)

ELECTRICITY VIGNETTE
Warren Gore

TIME: About 1928
SCENE: Kitchen table of Red Wing farm house. Mother, daughter are at
table pouring coffee for selves and husband, Henry Nelson, who comes in
from outdoors.
IRMA: Henry, your coffee's poured. Don't let it get cold.
Henry: Well, don't put milk into it until I'm ready to drink it. (Takes off hat/
jacket, blows hands and rubs them.) Little brisk out there this morning.
Jane: Dad, how's it coming? Are they going to get it installed? Are they
really going to do it?
Henry: Now, Janie, just settle down — it's slow hard work — and it's dan-
gerous work. They want to do it right the first time, so there's no trouble.
Irma: Henry, I'm wondering — do we really want it here? I mean, I've
heard so much about electrical SHOCK — I get nervous.



Henry: Now, mother, you just relax, too. It's going to be wonderful. Janie,
pass the milk for my coffee, please. Is there a slab of pie or cake around?
I didn't get any for breakfast when the electricity men drove up.

Irma: Jane, look in the pantry — there's either some coffee cake or a
doughnut in the bread box. Get it if you will. (Janie up and to pantry — re-
turns.) But Henry, I really do worry — woke up in the night, tossed and
turned for an hour or more — (skeptical). Maybe we don't need electricity
in the house — just in the barn and shed. That would cut down costs a lot.
I heard the Cadys had a tremendous bill — with the barn, milk house,
shed, homestead, the total bill was $226.61 — three times what the original
job was proposed.

Jane: (Pivots) Gosh!
(Crosses to chair/Henry up)

Henry: Yep — well times are pretty expensive.

Irma: Yes, but if we just brought the electricity up to the house in case we
wanted to install it later, we could. I've lived 40 years without electricity, I
guess we could go a few more years without it — it would be less expensive
and maybe safer — I get sort of nervous thinking about it . . .
Henry: Now, now, NOW IRMA NELSON! You don't know what you're saying.
Those that have electricity swear they don't know what they'd do without
it . . . Miller down the road and Bryans just brag all over about what it
will do: pump water, grind feed, separate milk, lights in every room in the
house, including the pantry and the cellar . . .
Jane: Boy, I'd like that — Mother's always sending me down in that dark
old place for canned meat and tomatoes and applesauce.
Irma: (Relenting, but skeptical) Yes, I know it sounds nice.
Henry: And we could get heaters for your chick incubators, and Emil Ben-
son bought his wife a vacuum cleaner, and they say you can heat water. . .

Irma: (Interrupts — astounded — skeptical) By electricity? I thought water
and electricity were dangerous?

Henry: Yes, it is, but it ain't. They've got a special heater and it's safe —
can even get 'em to keep the stock tank from freezing in the winter.

Irma: You don't say?!

Jane: Gosh! . . . that's funny . .
Henry: Yep — but what I'd really like to have for the house — maybe we
could get it for Christmas or something, don't know — but it would be just
wonderful . • •

Irma: (anxious) — What is it Henry . . .

Jane: Dad, tell us what you're talking about . . . please!

Henry: A RADIO!

Irma: A radio?! You mean, a radio?

Jane: Wow! A radio! . . .

Henry: Yep — ever since that kid from Little Falls flew across the Atlantic,
You know, that Lindbergh kid. Well, they say when the radio told about all
that, it was a miracle! And then we could get the market quotations, and
weather and news . . .

Jane: and music from all over --- polkas and dance music and all kinds —
Where would we put it, Dad?



Henry: Oh, I don't know — depends on the size. Big one would go in the
living room. But if we bought a smaller one . . .
Irma: (Look at Henry — pleading) Maybe the kitchen? I hear the Extension
Service has a home program. A trained home economist tells you how to
cook and bake and sew and . . . (Henry interrupts)
Henry: Home economist? Tell you how to cook? That'll be the day. Ha! First
thing you know she'll be telling you how to can jelly and jam . . . you
could tell them a thing or two, mother.

Irma: I know, Henry, thank you, but they're pretty good. And I would like
to listen in while I was peeling apples or baking bread or darning sox or
turning shirt collars or patching sleeves . . .
Henry: Mother, don't get nervous. We'll bring electricity into this house,
now. It'll fix up our kitchen and our house and our home. We'll even have
a yard light and some day Janie may even have a glow heater, or curling
iron, or a hair dryer for her room. REA fella was talking about 'em
they really have 'em.

Jane: Oh, Dad, do they really?
Irma: (Skoffing) Henry, you can get out of here with that kind of talk. I
guess I can get used to that big black box . . . transporter? . . . What
did they call it?
Henry: Transformer.
Irma: Transformer — I guess I can get used to it. And it'll be nice not to
have to fill the kerosene lamps . . . But, let's keep our senses: if elec-
tricity can help our living — in the barn or in the kitchen — then I'll do
without the luxuries. It's a great age we're living in, Henry. I marvel at all
the new inventions and things — especially the radio.
Henry: (Up — last sip of coffee — hat/coat) Yes, you're right, mother,
it is a great age. Babe Ruth knocked 60 home runs last year and he's
almost there again this year. Herbert Hoover is giving Al Smith a run for
his money and Goodhue County is the first experimental rural electric line
in the world! We've got a lot to be proud of — so don't you be nervous.
(Gets up — put on hat and coat) Well, got to see how the electricity boys
are doin' . . .
(Fade Light . . . OUT)

ACHIEVEMENT DAY — SONG FEST VIGNETTE
Lianne Anderson

Speaker 1-1 know you have been enjoying yourselves at our 1942 Nutrition
Achievement Day evening get together.

s The demonstrations and exhibits have been wonderfully interesting
and educational.

Thank you demonstration groups.
We've been talking about home and farmhouse — improvements, and

nutrition among other things. Of course, we realize what an important role
good nutrition plays in our lives. As a sidelight and special feature, at this
time we are going to look back at an Achievement Day in 1925 and see how
nutrition was being taught and played with. First to lead us in two songs of
the period is (#2).
Speaker 2—Singing was as important in 1925 as it is now.
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Here are some vocalized thoughts on . . .

MISS NUTRITION
Tune — Yankee Doodle

1. Miss Nutrition came to town,
by way of a tin lizzie;
And the noise she made around,
Folks thought they'd better get busy.

Chorus: Miss Nutrition keep it up,
You'll find the folks are dandy,
Mind the kiddies and the rest,
and keep the flivver handy.

(By the way, a flivver is an old car)
2. And there she saw a thousand kids,

Some rich as John Carnegie;
And the candy they could down,
We thought would drive her crazy.

Chorus: Miss Nutrition keep it up,
You'll find the folks are dandy,
Mind the kiddies and the rest,
and keep the flivver handy.

3. Right there she took the thing in charge;
And orders went a-sailing;
They lost their candy right away,
And the kiddies went home wailing.

4. Then she got the youngsters all,
And gave them a good airing,
They all went out into the woods,
And then went home a-tearing.

5. They sat down to a well-balanced meal,
and did it right full justice,
The greens and things they stowed away,
She thot their tummys"ud be busted.

6. Good habits now these kinds all have
And growing like a bunion;
With muscles hard and cheeks aglow,
They're stronger than an onion.

Martin Company

Tune — SMILES
There are foods that make us healthy

There are foods that keep us thin
There are foods that help us to grow husky

While the coffee makes us lose, not win,
There are vegetables that make us rosy

And the fruits help us in the same way
But the food that helps us most to grow strong

Is the milk that we drink each day.
peaker 1—Thank you (#2).
Now for a look at some 1925 views about posture and digestion here is
 (#3)-
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Speaker 3—"Posture" is by Mrs. Welch of Ramsey County

POSTURE

for posture now will stand
Showing how our chests expand.

0 for opening both our eyes
Learning healthful exercise.
for standing straight and tall
So our food can meet its "call."
for telling by our acts
All the healthful posture facts.
for using healthy limbs
Which good posture always brings.
for ridding backs of curves
That good poise may help the nerves.
for earnest efforts e'er
So good posture leaves us ne'er.

Now I'd like to call on 
for some assistance with thoughts on posture in song.

Tune—MY BONNIE

Last night as I lay on my pillow,
Last night as I tried hard to sleep,

My chest it was hollow and narrow
My spine it was crooked and weak.

Oh, dear! Look here!
This state of resting can't be excused!

Raise here — stretch there,
If food will be properly used.

Speaker 2—Now we have a couple 1925 exercises to complement posture
and digestion.

This is the Corrective Rest Exercise. (Person doing demonstration on
table.)

I. Corrective Rest Exercise
This resting position stretches out the curved portion of the spine and aids

digestion.

Position—Lie on back on a table or floor. Place sand bag transversely un-
der back at level of armpits.

Action—Bend the right knee and right hip, grasp the knee with the right
arm and pull it up to contact with chest. Hold for three minutes.

Repeat with left leg and left arm.
(Twenty minutes should be spent in resting position after each meal.)
Our second exercise is the Knee-Chest Exercise (gives instructions).

II. Knee-Chest Exercise
This exercise is for the development of legs and abdomen, and to flatten

out the hollow in the back.
Position—Lie on back, feet together, hands behind back.

Action—At the count of "one" bend both knees as far as possible. At the
count of "two," bring both knees up to contact with chest if possible.
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During counts "three" and "four" return slowly to original position.

Repeat ten times.

Thank you, 

Speakers 3 & 4 — 3: Here's a startling proclamation:
"You can cure all constipation."

4: Listen closely while I mention
All the aids in close succession.

3: Drink eight cups of water daily,
Plan to eat more roughage, mainly,

4: Twenty times this practice through,
Bid all pills and oils

3 & 4: "Adieu. . ."
EXIT

Speaker 1 — Thank you girls.
Ladies, this has been a wonderful session. It will seem ap-
propriate to close this season with "The Homemaker's
Creed," written this year by Julia and Nannie Nelson. Please
follow along on the back of your program. (Read creed)

THE MINNESOTA HOMEMAKER'S CREED

To have faith in the American Home. To make our homes existing
examples of thrift, of unselfishness, and of only that which is sweet and
sincere in human lives. To help make our communities extensions of
such homes.

To have faith in the American Boy and Girl. To strive to create a
general home and community environment which will tend to produce
Pure, warm-hearted boys and girls with vigorous bodies and active minds.

To have faith in ourselves, to know that we are the builders of our
own lives. To be willing to do the work and pay the cost in order

to have our dreams and our visions realized.
To make the thoughts we think, the words we speak and the

acts we do, an influence for good in our house and among our fellow men.
This is the creed of the homemaker's and the homebuilders of today.

CANNING VIGNETTE
Warren Gore

TIME: Mid-1930's

SCENE: Kitchen . . . Basic set should have 1-2 jars canned goods, plus
Pot on stove (dry ice in water) cooking. Another kettle or pan with empty
Jars/lids for the canning process. There should be an "older" and "young-
er" woman for the roles . . . they are Beulah and Mary.

Beulah: How does the stuff look?
Mary: Oh, it's fine but it needs to cook a little more. Peaches may cook
Up slightly but it doesn't ruin the flavor. Don't look so good, but they
taste fine.
Beulah: Why didn't we leave the pits in? Sure would have saved a lot of
Work.

Mary: Yes, but could cause spoilage. We used to, and sometimes it's OK.
This is the last year I'm going to can these old ways. Next year I'm going



to get a pressure canner or a big kettle and use the deep water bath.

Beulah: Pressure canner? TASH!!! I'd as soon have a firecracker factory in
my house! They explode! They're dangerous!

Mary: Oh Beulah, who've you been talking to? Maybelle Smith?,

Beulah: Oh, it's all right who I've been talking to. I heard they're danger-
ous if they don't blow your head off or tear a hole in your kitchen wall,
they cover your ceiling with chicken or whatever.
Mary: Beulah! Do you know of any pressure canner in town that blew up?
I mean really blew up? Do you? Tell me!
Beulah: Oh there's lots of 'em. There's . . . There's . . . Well, I . . .
you see, I heard, I believe it was . . . Well, I heard that the whole kitchen
was just plastered with . . .

22 Mary: It was Maybelle wasn't it?
Beulah: Well . . . uh . . . Say, do we have our labels? Where are they?
I can write them out while you're boiling the jars and lids.
Mary: Beulah, don't switch subjects on me. It was Maybelle and she's
usually wrong. I went to one of those pressure canner clinics just to find
out and if you're going to can any vegetables, you need a pressure canner.
Beulah: Oh, come on! Mom and I have been canning beans and beets and
corn without a pressure canner for years now, and we just put an aspirin
tablet in each jar . . . that makes it safe.
Mary: Yes, and you've had some trouble, too, you told me a couple times.
You know why? The lady from the University says they're "low acid."
Beulah: "Low acid? What's that mean?"
Mary: It means that they're . . . touchy. They have bugs . . . uh, bac-
teria, That's the word she used . . . and you have to heat them hotter
than water boils to kill them bugs.
Beulah: I'd swat'em with a fly swatter.

Mary: No, Beulah, not that kind. Bugs you don't see. They can make you
sick. Some can even kill you. I wrote down the name of one, where is it?
. . . (Searches) . . . BOT -U -LINUM . . . BOTULISM! That can kill
you, unless you use pressure.
Beulah: It can? Sounds terrible! Even sounds like it could. Say, may I
borrow your phone?
Mary: What for?
Beulah: (Going off) I'm going to phone Maybelle and cancel our date next
week to can corn. She won't use the pressure canner, and I don't want to
take any chances like last year. Had to throw out 24 quarts of (goes off)
corn, and who can afford that? I'll make lard with her later on . . .

DECISION MAKING VIGNETTE
Lianne Anderson

Millie — (Community ladies planning what they will propose to the local

Shirley— Home Economist to be covered in the upcoming Home Series.

Harriet — They are around the kitchen table drinking coffee.)

Millie: Well, it doesn't make any difference to me . . .

Shirley: Well, it doesn't make any difference to me .
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Harriet: Well girls, we must come to some kind of a decision so the Home
Economist knows what we would suggest covering in the Home Series for
the new calendar year.
Millie: Well, it doesn't make any difference to me . . . but as I said
before, we must think of the seasons and the holidays. You know — how
to make Reader's Digest angels, and that kind of thing. People would go
for that.
Shirley: Oh Millie, we've done that before, but I just saw something new.
Piggy Banks made out of Hilex bottles.
Millie: Well it doesn't matter to me, but . . .
Harriet: Girls, I think that in this, the last half of the 20th Century, there
are more important things to consider than Reader's Digest angels. Do
You know that being between the ages of 28 and 38 you are in the
"Housekeeping Period" of your life as analyzed by consumer agencies.
We can't be sentimental consumers, we must be informed.
Shirley: I'd like to know about some of those new fabrics. How do you tell
Which ones will stand up?
Millie: Well, I'd love to be a more informed consumer. I'd also love to be-
come involved with the Women's League or with the Schubert Club except
that I can't decide which is more important.
The basic fact of the matter is that I don't have the time or energy to do
anything else by the time I've finished with little things like dishes, wash-
ing and ironing, housekeeping, and sewing.
Shirley: Well Millie, for years the Home Economist has been talking about
how to manage time and energy — get with it!
Harriet: Well, I can see some decisions have to be made. First let's have
a session on decision making, so we can decide on what to do to get
things under control at home.
Then perhaps we'll be able to get to making some decisions relating to
things like the Women's League and the Schubert Club.
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